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ABSTRACT
A body of work over the last decade or so has demonstrated that most major floods along the U.S. West
Coast are attributable to atmospheric rivers (ARs). Recent studies suggest that observed changes in extreme
precipitation associated with a general warming of the western United States have not necessarily led to
corresponding changes in floods, and changes in antecedent hydrological conditions could be a primary
missing link. Here we examine the role of antecedent soil moisture (ASM) conditions on historical AR
flooding on California’s Russian River basin, a coastal watershed whose winter precipitation extremes are
dominated by ARs. We examined the effect of observed warming on ASM for the period 1950–2017. We first
constructed an hourly precipitation product at 1/328 spatial resolution. We used the Distributed Hydrology
Soil Vegetation Model (DHSVM) to estimate storm total runoff volumes and soil moisture. We found that up
to 95% of peaks-over-threshold (POT) extreme discharge events were associated with ARs. The storm
runoff–precipitation ratio generally increased with wetter prestorm conditions, and the relationship was
stronger as drainage area increased. We found no trends in extreme precipitation but weak downward trends
in extreme discharge. The latter were mostly consistent with weak downward trends in the first 2-day storm
precipitation. We found no trends in ASM; however, ASM was significantly correlated with peak flow. The
ASM was affected more by antecedent precipitation than evapotranspiration, and hence temperature increases had weak effects on ASM.

1. Introduction
A body of work over the last decade or so has demonstrated that most major floods along the U.S. West
Coast are attributable to atmospheric rivers (ARs; e.g.,
Ralph et al. 2006; Dettinger et al. 2011; Neiman et al.
2011; Barth et al. 2017), which are long, narrow, and
transient corridors of anomalously strong horizontal
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water vapor transport (Zhu and Newell 1998; Ralph et al.
2018). Accompanied by warm air temperatures and
strong low-level winds, AR landfalls may lead to enhanced precipitation when interacting with the complex
topography (Neiman et al. 2002). ARs make up 30%–
50% of annual precipitation on the U.S. Pacific coast
and thus contribute to the region’s water supply and
water resources (Guan et al. 2010; Dettinger et al. 2011;
Lavers and Villarini 2015; Lamjiri et al. 2017). However,
strong AR events can result in heavy precipitation and
lead to disastrous flooding such as the coastal flooding in
Southern California during late March 2018. Landfalling
ARs account for 60%–100% of extreme storms (with
precipitation-total return intervals greater than 2 years)
along the U.S. West Coast (Lamjiri et al. 2017) and
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40%–75% of extreme wind and precipitation events (exceeding the 98th percentile) over 40% of the coastlines
worldwide particularly in the midlatitudes (Waliser and
Guan 2017). Moreover, ARs contribute more than half of
the mean annual runoff and more than 80% of annual
peak flows along the Pacific Northwest and Northern
California coast (Paltan et al. 2017; Barth et al. 2017).
Recent years have witnessed the rapid development
of AR detection methods based on integrated water
vapor (IWV) and IWV transport (IVT; Shields et al.
2018) as well as increased ability to forecast ARs (e.g.,
Nayak et al. 2014; Lavers et al. 2016; Cordeira et al. 2017;
DeFlorio et al. 2018; Martin et al. 2018). A number of
studies have been carried out to examine the key factors
linking ARs and precipitation, such as the AR duration
(Ralph et al. 2013b; Lamjiri et al. 2017; Nayak and
Villarini 2018), (IVT) intensity, and direction with respect to regional terrain orientation (Ralph et al. 2003;
Neiman et al. 2011, 2013; Hughes et al. 2014; Hecht and
Cordeira 2017). The first two factors can be used as a
scale to categorize AR events and their potential hydrologic impacts at a given location (Ralph et al. 2019a).
Hydrologic initial conditions play an important role in
the natural links between precipitation and floods. Previous studies examined the critical threshold of antecedent soil moisture (ASM) to differentiate high or low
runoff ratios (the amount of storm runoff divided by the
amount of storm precipitation) based on in situ observations. For example, Penna et al. (2011) assessed the
effect of ASM in the upper-30-cm layer (of clay loam/
silty clay loam) on 40 runoff events with precipitation
greater than 6 mm during June 2005–October 2006 in
an alpine headwater catchment with a drainage area of
1.9 km2. They found that the runoff ratio was mostly
below 0.09 when soil saturation (percentage of porosity)
was below 70%. Similarly, Radatz et al. (2013) found
that runoff ratios were near zero when soil saturation
was below 80% in the upper-30-cm layer of silt loam
during March 2004–September 2007 across 6 small agricultural watersheds in southwestern Wisconsin with
areas ranging within 0.06–0.17 km2. Due to limitations of
in situ observations, these studies focused on very small
catchments.
The development of satellite-based large-scale soil
moisture monitoring products using L band microwave
radiometry in recent years, such as the European Space
Agency’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS)
mission (Kerr et al. 2010) and the NASA’s Soil Moisture
Active Passive (SMAP) mission (Entekhabi et al. 2010),
have enabled studies at larger scales. Crow et al. (2017)
examined the relationship between ASM from the
Level-4 SMAP (SMAP_L4) product, which is based
on the assimilation of SMAP brightness temperature
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observations into the Catchment land surface model
(LSM), and the storm runoff ratio from precipitation
and streamflow observations in the south-central United
States. They found that the runoff ratio showed a much
stronger (rank) correlation with prestorm surface soil
moisture than storm total precipitation.
Sensitivity analyses using model simulations can help
to better understand the role of ASM on floods. Castillo
et al. (2003) conducted a stochastic sensitivity analysis
in three small catchments (0.06–0.24 km2) in semiarid
southeast Spain. By examining the simulation results
from a combination of soil moisture and storm precipitation scenarios, they showed that the ASM was
an important controlling factor of runoff during lowand medium-intensity storms but not for high-intensity
storms, during which floods were dominated by the
infiltration-excess mechanism. A sensitivity analysis in
the Fella basin (623 km2) in Italy showed similar results
(Nikolopoulos et al. 2011). Their study used a spatially
distributed hydrologic model to examine the sensitivity
of flash flood response to initial wetness conditions by
adjusting water table depth and thus the initial soil
moisture profile. In addition, Nikolopoulos et al. (2011)
found that the sensitivity of flood response to initial
wetness increased for increasing basin scale by examining the sensitivity across catchments with areas of 24,
165, and 329 km2. Thomas et al. (2016) examined the
sensitivity of simulated peak flows to antecedent soil
saturation in a 45 km2 catchment in Iowa. They found
that ASM became less important to peak flows as rainfall depth increased.
Given the awareness of the importance of prestorm
wetness conditions on runoff, some studies have examined the impact of ASM on AR flooding. Leung and
Qian (2009) ran a 20-yr simulation of regional climate
with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
Model to examine AR-induced heavy precipitation and
flooding events over the western U.S. from 1980 to 2000.
They found that for two selected events with similar
amounts of total precipitation, different ASM conditions could lead to a difference of more than 0.3 in the
runoff ratio. Neiman et al. (2014) closely examined a
single AR flood event in Northern California using
in situ observations and found that flooding occurred
shortly after the soil water content exceeded its field
capacity during the heaviest rains at one study site.
Ralph et al. (2013b) examined the impact of precursor
soil moisture conditions on the streamflow in a subbasin
(drainage area 163 km2) of the Russian River basin in
Northern California during 91 AR events from 2004 to
2010. They used hourly observations of upslope IWV
flux from the local AR observatory, precipitation and
streamflow from gauges, as well as soil moisture from
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NOAA’s Hydrometeorology Testbed (HMT; Ralph
et al. 2013a). They found that AR-induced heavy precipitation did not lead to significant streamflow when
precursor soil moisture was below 20% (volumetric
water content) and that extreme floods might occur
when ASM was greater than about 35%.
Recent studies have examined the role of changes in
soil moisture on floods in a warming world. For example,
Woldemeskel and Sharma (2016) examined trends in
annual maximum precipitation and accompanying antecedent soil moisture [with antecedent precipitation
index (API) as a surrogate] over the past century globally. In North America, they found positive trends in
annual maximum rainfall but no trend in API, which they
argued partially explained the lack of positive trends in
annual maximum flows in this region. Berghuijs et al.
(2016) argued that soil moisture changes are particularly
important in areas, such as California, where flooding is
caused by a large single precipitation excess event. By
analyzing historical station records of precipitation and
streamflow, Wasko and Sharma (2017) found that increased heavy rainfall events caused by warming did
not lead to similar increases in the streamflow in most
regions globally, suggesting the importance of initial
moisture conditions in these areas. They found that the
intensity of extreme precipitation (exceeding the 99th
percentile) has decreased in the U.S. Northwest (including Northern California) as temperatures have increased; this is in contrast to the general increasing
pattern in the subtropics and temperate regions. Similar
decreasing trends in both the annual maximum precipitation and the annual frequency of heavy precipitation
in these regions were found by Mallakpour and Villarini
(2017), based on the Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
gridded daily precipitation product during the period
1948–2012. The extreme streamflow in these areas showed
even greater negative response than extreme precipitation did to increased temperatures (Wasko and Sharma
2017), indicating the influence of ASM conditions. Yet,
it is unclear whether the greater negative response of
extreme discharge was caused by increased temperature or antecedent precipitation conditions (Sharma
et al. 2018).
Given this background, we address here the following
motivating questions:
1) What is the role of ASM on historical AR flooding in
California’s Russian River basin?
2) How has observed warming during the period 1950–
2017 affected ASM and thus extreme discharge
events?
We selected the Russian River basin as our study domain because it is a coastal watershed where AR events

frequently occur. Snow is rare, so the basin’s response to
extreme precipitation generally is not conflated with a
rain-on-snow contribution. Based on observations, Ralph
et al. (2006) found that all of the seven largest floods
during the period 1997–2006 in this basin were due to
heavy orographic precipitation caused by ARs. Topographic variations have little effect on the spatial variability of precipitation in this basin, thus avoiding the
added complexity of the influence of snowmelt on
streamflow that more commonly occurs in mountainous
basins. Most importantly, the Russian River basin is the
site of NOAA’s HMT soil moisture observation network
which facilitates the evaluation of model simulations.

2. Study region
The Russian River basin is located in Northern
California. It is bounded by the Coast Range both to the
east and west (see Fig. 1a). It has a drainage area of
about 3850 km2 at its mouth. Elevation ranges from sea
level to 1324 m at the top of Mount Saint Helena. It is
a rain-dominant basin with basin-average midwinter
(December–February) temperatures above 7.58C. It has
dry summers and wet winters, with over 96% of the
annual total precipitation (on average over our domain)
falling between October and April. Annual precipitation ranged from 423 mm in water year (WY) 1977 to
2052 mm in WY 1983 with a mean of 1061 mm during the
period 1950–2017.
The main stem of the Russian River flows southward
to its confluence with Mark West Creek north of Forestville, where it turns westward and flows into the Pacific
Ocean. There are two reservoirs within the basin that
are operated primarily for flood control: Coyote Dam
(Lake Mendocino) on the East Fork Russian River near
Ukiah and Warm Springs Dam (Lake Sonoma) on Dry
Creek west of Healdsburg (see Fig. 1a).

3. Data and methods
We first constructed an hourly gridded precipitation
product for the study period. We implemented the Distributed Hydrology Soil Vegetation Model (DHSVM;
Wigmosta et al. 1994) over the entire basin and ran it
at an hourly time step to obtain hydrographs and ASM
for historical storm events during the period WY 1950–
2017. We identified peaks-over-threshold (POT) extreme
precipitation events and extreme discharge events that
were coincident with AR events. Using the hourly gridded precipitation and hourly simulated runoff and soil
moisture, we investigated the role of ASM on historical
AR flooding by examining the relationship between
precursor soil moisture and storm runoff–precipitation
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FIG. 1. (a) Study domain, with locations of USGS stream gauges and HMT soil moisture observation sites shown,
and (b) precipitation gauge locations. The 15-km buffer for the precipitation gauges selection is shown in gray
dashed line in (b).

ratios. Finally, we assessed the effect of warming using the model simulations where we detrended the
meteorological forcings for long-term temperature
changes.

a. Gridded hourly precipitation
We derived hourly gridded precipitation data at a
spatial resolution of 1/328 for the period WY 1950–2017.
We first quality controlled the gauge data, then gridded
the gauge daily precipitation, including the gauge hourly
precipitation aggregated to daily, using the Mountain
Mapper (MM) method (Schaake et al. 2004), and finally
interpolated the gridded daily precipitation to hourly
using the nearest hourly gauge.
We took daily and hourly precipitation data from
NOAA’s Cooperative Observer Program (COOP) network, Remote Automatic Weather Stations (RAWS),
the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS), the
NOAA Hydrometeorological Automated Data System
(HADS), the California Data Exchange Center (CDEC),
and NOAA’s Hydrometeorology Testbed (HMT). COOP
stations have both hourly and daily precipitation records, some of which go back at least to WY 1950. We
excluded COOP daily gauges without time of observation records. Gauges from the other networks all have
hourly data with the earliest record going back to 1985.
We selected gauges within a buffer of 15 km from the
basin and excluded gauges with overlap among different
networks. We used a total of 133 gauges, including 35
COOP daily gauges, 20 COOP hourly gauges, 38 HMT
gauges, 2 ASOS gauges, 18 HADS gauges, 11 CDEC
gauges, and 9 RAWS gauges (see Fig. 1b).

We performed a quality control (QC) for all hourly
gauges following Cao et al. (2018). After the QC,
we aggregated gauge hourly precipitation to daily. We
considered daily precipitation as occurring between
0000 and 2400 Pacific standard time (PST; UTC 2 0800).
Similarly, we used the aggregated daily data to QC the
COOP daily gauges after we proportioned them to PST
24 h according to their observation time using the
nearest hourly gauges.
We used monthly precipitation from the ParameterElevation Regressions on Independent Slopes Model
(PRISM; Daly et al. 1994, 2008) as a background precipitation distribution map. Following the MM method,
we calculated ratios between daily gauge precipitation
and the PRISM monthly climatologies at station grid
nodes. We interpolated the ratios onto the 1/328 grids
using the synergraphic mapping system (SYMAP) algorithm (Shepard 1984). Gridded daily precipitation
was obtained by multiplication of the gridded ratios with
the PRISM monthly climatology. Finally, we interpolated the gridded daily precipitation to hourly. For a
given day in a grid cell, we first searched for the nearest
precipitation gauge with complete and valid hourly data
on that day, and then multiplied the hourly ratios
(hourly precipitation divided by daily sum) by the daily
precipitation in that grid cell.

b. Model implementation
To obtain full hydrographs of historical storm events
from subdaily data and historical soil moisture conditions, we implemented the DHSVM model (Wigmosta
et al. 1994) at a spatial resolution of 150 m over the
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entire Russian River basin and ran it at an hourly time
step for the (WY) 1950 to 2017 period. Given that there
were two regulated reservoirs within the basin and naturalized streamflow was needed for our analysis, we
used a version of DHSVM that includes a reservoir
module (DHSVM-res; Zhao et al. 2016).

1) METEOROLOGICAL DRIVING DATA
In addition to precipitation data, DHSVM also requires meteorological inputs including air temperature,
wind speed, relative humidity, and downward solar
and longwave radiation at the model’s hourly time step.
Similar to Cao et al. (2016), we calculated the last three
using the Mountain Microclimate Simulation Model
(MTCLIM) algorithms as described and implemented
by Bohn et al. (2013). We took wind speed data from
the lowest atmospheric level in the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis output
(Kalnay et al. 1996). We obtained daily maximum and
minimum temperature data from 11 COOP stations
with long-term temperature records. We interpolated
the station temperature anomalies to a spatial resolution
of 1/328 based on the PRISM 1981–2010 climatology.
Details of the gridding approach can be found in Maurer
et al. (2002) and Wood and Lettenmaier (2006).

2) MODEL EVALUATION DATA
There are 29 USGS gauges within the basin at which
instantaneous (15 min) streamflow records are available, with the longest record dating from October 1987.
We selected six stream gauges with records longer than
;30 years for model calibration, including the upstreamand downstream-most ones (see Fig. 1a). Two upstream
gauges are free of reservoir effects, while the four downstream gauges are affected by reservoir regulation. We
obtained hourly reservoir storage and elevation data from
CDEC, with records starting from December 1988. There
are 12 HMT soil moisture sites within the basin. We selected two sites, HBG and ROD, which had the longest
records (starting from December 2006). The surface layer
observation was at 10 cm depth.

3) REMOVING RESERVOIR EFFECTS FROM
STREAMFLOW OBSERVATIONS

The reservoir module divides each reservoir into an
inactive pool, a conservation pool (for water supply), a
flood control pool, and a surcharge pool, the elevations
of which were obtained from the Sonoma County Water
Agency (SCWA) for Lakes Mendocino and Sonoma.
The release scheme used by DHSVM-res is based primarily on real-time water levels and predefined water
demands. We estimated real-time water levels from

storage through an empirical relationship based on
historical CDEC records. Similarly, we estimated the
real-time surface area (for the calculation of reservoir
evaporation) from storage as based on CDEC storage
observations and historical surface area time series
from Landsat data.
We evaluated the model simulations of streamflow
at gauges throughout the basin and simulations of reservoir storage. We then calculated the difference of simulated streamflow without and with the reservoir module
at each stream gauge affected by the reservoir regulations. We then added the difference back to the observed streamflow in order to create an estimate of
naturalized flows.

c. AR-related POT extreme events
We used the POT method to select extreme events,
which samples observations above a given threshold
value and considers a wider range of events than the
block maxima approach (e.g., Lang et al. 1999; Begueria
et al. 2011; Mallakpour and Villarini 2017). We first selected POT extreme precipitation events and POT
extreme discharge events separately based on daily
observations. We then identified the extreme events
that were coincident with AR events.

1) EXTREME PRECIPITATION EVENTS
For the six long-term stream gauges on which we focused, we calculated the daily precipitation at each averaged over its upstream drainage area. We selected
POT extreme precipitation events based on daily precipitation data. We defined events based on consecutive
days with peak daily precipitation exceeding a given
threshold. We selected thresholds to result in 1, 2, 3, 5,
and 7 events per year on average, which we denote as
POTN1, . . . , POTN7. Events were separated from each
other by at least one day with daily precipitation below
the threshold value, as in Mondal and Mujumdar (2015).
We used the 6-hourly AR catalog of Gershunov et al.
(2017), who applied an AR detection method based on
both IWV and IVT to the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis
data, starting with 1948. Ralph et al. (2019b) evaluated
the performance of a diverse set of AR detection tools
(ARDTs) in the Russian River basin in comparison with
the local AR observatory, including the three applied to
the NCEP–NCAR dataset: Rutz et al. (2014), Guan and
Waliser (2015), and Gershunov et al. (2017). The three
tools had similar parameters and geometric characteristics and hence showed similar performance in capturing AR frequency, duration, and intensity. All three
tools inferred slightly higher AR contribution to precipitation compared with other ARDTs (Ralph et al.
2019b) due to their less stringent geometric criteria.
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TABLE 1. Streamflow [cubic meters per second (cms)] and reservoir storage calibration statistics. DA is drainage area and KGE is the
Kling–Gupta efficiency. All statistics are for hourly data. The unit of RMSE and bias for reservoir storage is in million cubic meters and the
unit for reservoir elevation is in meters.
Calibration periods (2005–14)
2

Validation periods (1991–2000)

USGS gauge

Location

DA (mi )

Reservoir impact

KGE

RMSE (cms)

Bias (cms)

KGE

RMSE (cms)

Bias (cms)

11461500
11461000
11462500
11463000
11464000
11467000

Calpella
Ukiah
Hopland
Cloverdale
Healdsburg
Guerneville

92
100
362
503
793
1338

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

0.67
0.69
0.84
0.90
0.93
0.87

7.5
8.2
19.9
22.0
31.3
48.2

3.7
2.7
7.6
8.6
11.9
19.3

0.60
0.72
0.86
0.91
0.92
0.90

8.2
8.0
20.3
23.0
32.5
49.2

4.5
2.7
8.2
9.3
12.5
19.6

Calibration periods (2005–14)
2

2

Location

DA (mi )

Variable

R

Coyote

Lake Mendocino

105

Warm Springs

Lake Sonoma

130

Storage
Elevation
Storage
Elevation

0.72
0.72
0.77
0.77

Reservoir

We used the AR catalog of Gershunov et al. (2017) primarily because it spans the entire period of the NCEP–
NCAR reanalysis up to near–real time. We extracted the
NCEP–NCAR grid cells (at a relatively coarse 2.58 spatial
resolution) that intersected the Russian River basin and
identified landfalling ARs. We examined the intersection
of AR events from this catalog and POT extreme precipitation events identified as above.

2) EXTREME DISCHARGE EVENTS
For the selection of POT extreme discharge events,
we first applied the independence criteria from the U.S.
Water Resources Council (USWRC 1982) to daily
streamflow. According to these criteria the second flood
peak of two consecutive events must be rejected if
Ninterval , 5days 1 log(A) or Xmin , (3/4) 3 min[Q1 , Q2 ],
(1)
where Ninterval is the number of interval days between
two peaks, A is the basin area in square miles, Xmin is
the minimum intermediate flow between two peaks, and
Q1 and Q2 are two consecutive peak values. Same as
extreme precipitation events, we set thresholds for the
observed daily streamflow at each gauge after removing
the reservoir effect to result in 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 extreme
discharge events per year on average.

3) ESTIMATION OF STORM RUNOFF RATIOS
The selections of POT extreme precipitation events
and extreme discharge events were both based on daily
observations. However, we needed the subdaily data
for the full hydrographs in order to estimate storm runoff ratios. Hence, we calculated the runoff ratios using

Validation periods (1991–2000)

RMSE

Bias

R2

RMSE

Bias

15
2.2
16
1.7

11.3
1.6
11.8
1.2

0.73
0.73
0.73
0.73

13
1.9
17
1.8

9.2
1.4
11.7
1.2

hourly gridded precipitation from observations and hourly
runoff from model simulations (readily available hourly
discharge observations are too short for a period to be
useful).
For each POT extreme precipitation event, we calculated its runoff ratio, which is equal to the storm total
runoff volume divided by storm total precipitation. We
took the beginning of a precipitation event as the first
hour with precipitation greater than 0.3 mm (to avoid
small spikes in COOP hourly data). The event ends once
the hourly precipitation becomes lower than 0.3 mm or
when the AR event ends, if it is one, and exceeds the first
criterion. The summation of precipitation over the event
hours is the storm total precipitation. For a runoff event,
we determined the start and end of events in the hourly
simulated streamflow as follows:
1) An event starts with the rise of the hydrograph.
2) If there is no following event, the end of the event is
determined using the constant-k method of Blume
et al. (2007), in which k is the recession coefficient,
but no longer than three days after the peak hour.
3) If there is an immediate following event before the
end of this event, the event ends with the start of the
following one.
The summation of streamflow over the event hours is the
storm total runoff. The estimated runoff ratio of a storm
event may be larger than 1.0 since we did not separate
the baseflow from the streamflow time series, and the
criteria we used to determine the start and end of individual events might not be sophisticated enough for time
series at such a high (i.e., hourly) temporal resolution
especially for small storm events. To take POTN3 events
as an example, runoff ratios larger than 1 occurred less
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FIG. 2. Comparison of simulated and observed surface-layer soil moisture at (a) HBG and (b) ROD sites during
late fall and winter months (October–March) of WY 2007–17. The simulation is from the 150-m (model spatial
resolution) pixel nearest to the observation site.

than 10% and 15% of the time at downstream and upstream gauges, respectively. The ASM is defined as the
minimum value of the hourly surface-layer soil moisture
within the 24 h prior to the start of a precipitation event.

d. Examination of warming effect
The domain-average annual daily maximum temperature (Tmax) and daily minimum temperature (Tmin) increased by 0.88 and 1.38C respectively from 1950 to 2017,
determined by linear regression. The Tmin generally increased over the entire domain in all seasons, with slight
decreases during fall and winter months in the southwestern part, while Tmax generally increased over the
southern half of the domain and slightly decreased in the
northern part especially during summer and fall months
(see Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material).
To evaluate the effect of temperature change on
ASM and floods since 1950, we constructed scenarios
representing the temperature conditions in 1950 and

2017. Following Hamlet and Lettenmaier (2007), we
detrended the temperature time series for each 1/328
grid cell and each calendar month by removing the
linear trends in the monthly average Tmax and Tmin
over the period of WY 1950–2017 relative to the pivot
year 1950 (denoted as ‘‘T1950’’) and 2017 (denoted as
‘‘T2017’’) based on the following equation:
Tadj [month][year] 5 Torig [month][year] 1 Trend[month]
3 (pivot_year 2 year) .

(2)

Under both scenarios, we assume that precipitation is not affected by temperature and stays unchanged. By comparing the ASM and flood response
between the scenarios T1950 and T2017, we evaluate the impact of temperature increases without
the influence of precipitation change over the past
68 years.
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4. Results
a. Model evaluation
We first assessed the precipitation gridding method.
We then evaluated the model performances for reservoir storage, streamflow, storm total runoff volume, and
soil moisture. We also compared the composite time
series of hourly streamflow during extreme precipitation
events. We summarize each of these evaluations below.

1) GRIDDED PRECIPITATION
We assessed the accuracy of the precipitation gridding
method by systematically removing individual stations
within the basin one at a time and evaluating the gridded
product at the station grid in comparison with the removed station following Cao et al. (2018). The predicted
precipitation at station locations showed reasonable
matches with the available observations during the period WY 1950–2017, with the coefficient of determination (R2) ranging from 0.83 to 1.0 and root-mean-square
error (RMSE) ranging from 0.3 to 6.5 mm day21 (mostly
smaller than 3 mm day21; see Fig. S2).

2) STREAMFLOW AND STORM TOTAL RUNOFF
VOLUME

We evaluated model performance for reservoir storage using R2, RMSE, and bias. For the hourly storage
calibration, the R2 values were 0.72 and 0.77, the RMSEs
were 15.0 and 16.0 million m3, and the biases were 11.3
and 11.8 million m 3 for Lake Mendocino and Lake
Sonoma, respectively (see Table 1 and Fig. S3). In terms
of elevation, the RMSEs were 2.2 and 1.7 m, and the
biases were 1.6 and 1.2 m, respectively. Model performance in the validation periods was similar to the calibration periods at Lake Mendocino but slightly
degraded at Lake Sonoma.
We used the Kling–Gupta efficiency (KGE; Gupta
et al. 2009), RMSE, and bias to evaluate the goodnessof-fit between hourly streamflow observations and hourly
simulations at the six selected stream gauges throughout
the basin (see Fig. 1a for gauge location). The simulations at gauges affected by reservoir regulations were
from the model runs with the reservoir module activated. For the calibration period, the KGE ranged from
0.67 to 0.93, the RMSE ranged from 7.5 to 48.2 cms, and
the bias ranged from 2.7 to 19.3 cms (see Table 1 and
Fig. S4). Model performance in the validation periods
was similar to the calibration periods. The KGE was the
highest at the downstream gauge 11464000.
In addition, we compared the observed (with reservoir
effects removed) and simulated storm total runoff volumes calculated from the hourly data at six stream gauges
for POTN3 (three events per year on average) extreme

FIG. 3. Composite time series of observed and simulated hourly
streamflow and surface-layer soil moisture at ROD site of POTN3
extreme precipitation events during WY 2007–17 at six USGS
stream gauges ranked by drainage area. Peak hours of the composite observed and simulated streamflow are shown in gray solid
line and gray dashed line, respectively.

precipitation events during WY 1988–2017, which is the
period when there were available observations for hourly
streamflow (see Fig. S5). The R2 ranged from 0.68 to 0.95,
with better match downstream.

3) SOIL MOISTURE
We evaluated the model performance of surfacelayer soil moisture simulations at the HBG and ROD
sites using R2, RMSE, and bias (see Fig. 2). For hourly
soil moisture, the R2 values were 0.72 and 0.86, the
RMSEs were 7.1% (volumetric water content) and
4.2%, and the biases were 5.2% and 3.2% for HBG and
ROD, respectively, during late fall and winter months
(October–March) from WY 2007 to WY 2017, the period when there were available observations.

4) PEAK HOUR OF STREAMFLOW
Figure 3 shows the composite time series of POTN3 extreme precipitation events during WY 2007–17. The simulated hourly streamflow showed reasonable matches with
the observed hourly streamflow at downstream gauges.
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FIG. 4. POTN3 extreme precipitation events (with threshold set to three events per year on average) based on gridded daily precipitation
averaged over the upstream drainage area at six USGS stream gauges during WY 1950–2017.

However, its performance was not as good at upstream
gauges, which have relatively small drainage areas and
where the simulated streamflow arguably is more sensitive
to the quality of the precipitation forcings than at downstream gauges. Furthermore, there are very few long-term
precipitation gauges in the headwater areas. The peak
hour of observed streamflow gradually increased from
14 h at the upstream-most gauge (11461500) to 40 h at
the downstream-most gauge (11467000). The simulated
streamflow showed the best match for peak hour at
gauge (11463000) in the middle of the basin.

b. The role of AR in extreme events
We set thresholds of POT extreme precipitation events
to make sure there were 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 events per year on
average. Figure 4 shows the POT extreme precipitation
events when the threshold was set to three events per year
at six stream gauges from upstream-most to downstreammost throughout the basin during WY 1950–2017, in which
most of the events were AR related. Table 2 summarizes
the percentage of events that are related to ARs with
different threshold values. We can see that the percentage of AR-related precipitation events increased
as the threshold increased. The AR contribution increased (from 81.9%–83.0% with a mean of 82.5% to
95.6%–100.0% with a mean of 98.8%) across the gauges

when the threshold increased from POTN7 to POTN1.
Also, no more than one non-AR-related POT event
across six gauges was in the upper 25th percentile of all
extreme precipitation events when the threshold was
higher than three events per year. Even when the threshold was set to five or seven events per year, no more than
four of them fell into the upper 25th percentile (see
Table 2). The median (peak) precipitation of ARrelated POT extreme precipitation events was greater
than non AR-related events by 7.8%–23.2% across six
gauges with a threshold of POTN3 and by 23.1%–34.9%
with a threshold of POTN7 (see Table S1).
We set the same thresholds for POT extreme discharge events. The AR contribution increased from
59.9%–69.7% with a mean of 65.6% to 91.2%–97.1%
with a mean of 94.9% across the gauges when the
threshold increased from POTN7 to POTN1. No more
than one non AR-related POT event across six gauges
was in the upper 25th percentile of all extreme discharge events when the threshold was higher than two
events per year (see Table 2). The median (peak) discharge of AR-related POT extreme discharge events
was greater than non-AR-related events by 34.6%–
44.8% across six gauges with a threshold of POTN3 and
by 80.0%–213.2% with a threshold of POTN7 (see
Table S1).
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TABLE 2. Statistics of POT extreme precipitation and discharge events at six USGS stream gauges. Variable N is the number of events and
Nupper25th is the number of events in the upper 25th percentile.

POT extreme precipitation events
AR-related percentage (%)

Nupper25th (AR/non-AR)

POT extreme discharge events
AR-related percentage (%)

Nupper25th (AR/non-AR)

USGS stream gauge

Threshold
(N yr21)

11461500

11461000

11462500

11463000

11464000

11467000

1
2
3
5
7
1
2
3
5
7

100.0
96.3
91.7
86.5
81.9
17/0
34/0
51/0
84/1
115/4

100.0
95.6
93.1
88.5
83.0
17/0
34/0
51/0
85/0
116/3

100.0
97.1
92.6
87.1
82.6
17/0
34/0
51/0
85/0
116/3

100.0
96.3
93.6
87.6
83.0
17/0
34/0
51/0
84/1
116/3

97.1
96.3
94.6
86.8
82.1
17/0
34/0
50/1
83/2
115/4

95.6
94.9
95.6
87.4
82.6
17/0
34/0
50/1
82/3
115/4

Threshold
(N yr21)

11461500

11461000

11462500

11463000

11464000

11467000

1
2
3
5
7
1
2
3
5
7

95.6
90.4
83.9
75.3
69.0
17/0
33/1
48/3
79/6
110/9

92.6
94.9
88.8
78.8
69.7
17/0
33/1
49/3
80/5
113/6

95.6
92.6
88.2
73.2
65.5
17/0
34/0
51/0
78/7
110/9

97.1
93.4
88.7
74.4
65.1
17/0
34/0
51/0
81/4
112/7

97.1
93.4
88.7
73.5
64.3
17/0
34/0
51/0
81/4
112/7

91.2
85.3
80.4
68.5
59.9
17/0
33/1
45/6
75/10
104/15

USGS stream gauge

c. The role of ASM in historical AR flooding
1) EXTREME PRECIPITATION EVENTS
(i) Observation-based examination
We examined the relationship between the ASM and
runoff ratio in the POTN3 extreme precipitation events
based on observations at six stream gauges throughout the
basin during WY 2007–17 (the period when hourly soil
moisture observations were available at two of the HMT
sites and hourly streamflow observations were available at
USGS gauges). Following Crow et al. (2017), we used the
Spearman rank correlation coefficient Rs to evaluate the
strength of the potentially nonlinear relationship between
ASM and the runoff ratio. Figure 5a shows the observed
runoff ratio versus the observed ASM at the ROD site. The
Rs values generally were higher at downstream gauges than
upstream gauges, ranging from 0.71 to 0.82, with the highest
value at the downstream-most gauge 11467000. A similar
pattern was found for the relationships between the simulated runoff ratio and simulated ASM at the ROD site, with
Rs ranging from 0.76 to 0.88 (see Fig. 5b). Similarly, the
ranges of Rs for the observation versus observation and
model versus model comparisons at the HBG site are 0.63–
0.75 and 0.55–0.73, respectively (see Figs. 5c,d).
Relatively long soil moisture observation records were
available only at the HBG and ROD sites; however, we

simulated soil moisture for the entire basin. For each
stream gauge, we calculated the average ASM over its
upstream drainage area. The Rs between simulated
runoff ratios and simulated upstream average ASM
ranged from 0.78 to 0.91, higher than the above Rs values
calculated based on ASM at one single site (see Fig. 5e).
The Rs across gauges generally increased as drainage
area increased. Besides, the POTN3 extreme precipitation events followed by POTN1 extreme discharge
events generally had a wet prestorm condition (see
Fig. 5e). Also, the top POTN1 extreme discharge events
were all related to ARs during WY 2007–17.

(ii) Simulation-based examination
Given that the model produced plausible reproductions of observed streamflow and soil moisture, we examined the relationship between the ASM and runoff
ratio in the POTN3 extreme precipitation events related
to ARs based on simulated hourly streamflow and simulated hourly soil moisture at six stream gauges
throughout the basin during WY 1950–2017. Figure 6
shows boxplots of the simulation-based runoff ratios
versus possible influencing factors including maximum
precipitation intensity, average precipitation intensity,
storm total precipitation and ASM. The plots show that
runoff ratio was barely affected by either the maximum or average precipitation intensity (see Figs. 6a,b). It
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FIG. 5. Comparison of the observation-based and simulation-based relationships between runoff ratio and ASM of POTN3 extreme
precipitation events (with threshold set to three events per year on average) during WY 2007–17 (period of available soil moisture
observations) at six USGS stream gauges ranked by drainage area, including (a) observed runoff ratio vs observed ASM at ROD site;
(b) simulated runoff ratio vs simulated ASM at ROD site; (c),(d) as in (a),(b), but at HBG site; and (e) simulated runoff ratio vs simulated
ASM averaged over upstream drainage area of the stream gauge. The observed runoff ratio is calculated based on gridded hourly
precipitation and observed hourly streamflow with reservoir effects removed. The simulated runoff ratio is calculated based on gridded
hourly precipitation and simulated hourly streamflow.

generally increased, in terms of the median value, as
storm total precipitation increased, but with a wide range
regardless of the total precipitation (Fig. 6c).
In contrast, the runoff ratio is much more strongly
related to ASM, with Rs increasing slightly from 0.78 at
upstream gauge 11461000 to 0.86 at downstream gauge
11467000 for all POTN3 extreme precipitation events
(Fig. 6d). When ASM was in the lower 20th percentile,
the runoff ratios were low regardless of precipitation
intensity. ASM, however, had a smaller effect on the

runoff ratios as storm total precipitation increased, especially at downstream gauges (Fig. 6c).
To compare the relationship between the ASM and
runoff ratio for AR- and non-AR events, we set the
threshold lower to include more events, so that we have
enough non-AR events to get reasonable statistics. We
set the threshold of POT extreme precipitation events
to make sure there were 10 events per year on average.
For 680 POT extreme precipitation events during the
period WY 1950–2017, there were 506–515 AR events
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FIG. 6. Boxplots with an interval of 20th percentile of the simulation-based runoff ratio vs the (a) maximum precipitation intensity,
(b) average precipitation intensity, (c) storm total precipitation, and (d) ASM of POTN3 extreme precipitation events (with threshold set
to three events per year on average) during WY 1950–2017 at six USGS stream gauges ranked by drainage area. The Spearman’s rank
coefficient (Rs) between the runoff ratio and ASM vs the storm total precipitation is shown as blue triangles in (c).

and 165–174 non-AR ones across six gauges. The
runoff ratio was generally higher for AR events than
non-AR events given the same threshold of ASM
since storm precipitation was generally larger for AR
events (see Fig. 7).

2) EXTREME DISCHARGE EVENTS
Our analysis above shows that extreme precipitation events lead to extreme discharge events
when ASM is wet or when storm total precipitation is
large enough (see section 5 for more discussion). In
this section, we examine the relationship between the
ASM, storm precipitation and peak daily flow in the
POTN1, POTN2, and POTN3 extreme discharge events
based on observed daily streamflow and simulated

hourly soil moisture at six stream gauges throughout the
basin during WY 1950–2017.
First, we examined the relationship between accumulated storm precipitation and observed peak daily flow
given antecedent soil moisture. We used durations ranging from 6 to 72 h since the start of storm precipitation
during each extreme discharge event so that we could
determine which duration of precipitation most strongly
affects the peak flow (see Fig. 8 for results). The correlation generally increased as duration increased and
peaked around 48 h for most gauges in POTN2 and POTN3
events. The correlation peaked at a longer duration for
some gauges in POTN1 events. For consistency, we used
the first 2-day (48-h) accumulated storm precipitation
(denoted as SP2d) in the analysis described below.
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FIG. 7. Boxplots with an interval of 20th percentile of the simulation-based runoff ratio vs ASM of POTN10
extreme precipitation events (with threshold set to 10 events per year on average) during WY 1950–2017 at six
USGS stream gauges. The POT events are categorized by ARs and non ARs, with number of events shown in
legends.

We then examined the partial correlation between the
SP2d and observed peak daily flow (denoted as PF) given
ASM (denoted as rSP2d&PF-ASM), and the partial correlation between ASM and observed PF given SP2d (denoted as rASM&PF-SP2d) (see Fig. 9a). SP2d had higher
correlations with observed PF, ranging from 0.69 to 0.80
across six gauges in POTN3 events, than ASM with observed PF, ranging from 0.40 to 0.67 across six gauges in
POTN3 events, but all correlations are statistically significant with p # 0.01; rASM&PF-SP2d generally increased
with drainage areas. Both correlations were higher when
using the simulated PF since the ASM was from the
model (see Fig. 9b). The effects of POT threshold on
rSP2d&PF-ASM and rASM&PF-SP2d varied by gauge location.

d. Warming effect
1) TRENDS IN HISTORICAL POT EXTREME EVENTS
We examined the trend in POT extreme precipitation
events (based on gridded daily precipitation averaged
over drainage area) and POT extreme discharge events

(based on observed daily streamflow with reservoir effects removed) at six stream gauges throughout the basin with thresholds POTN1, POTN2, and POTN3 during
WY 1950–2017 (see Table S2). Trends in POT extreme
discharge events are not necessarily in agreement with
trends in POT extreme precipitation events since
whether the extreme precipitation events lead to extreme discharge events depends strongly on ASM (and
more weakly on storm total precipitation).
No significant trends were found in extreme precipitation. However, weak (but statistically significant)
downward trends were found at some gauges for extreme discharge, particularly in POTN2 extreme discharge events (see Fig. 10a), which are consistent with
weak (but statistically significant) downward trends in
the SP2d of extreme discharge events at most gauges (see
Fig. 10c). However, statistically significant downward
trends in the SP2d do not necessarily lead to significant
decreases in PF despite their high correlation due to the
influence of ASM, which is most obvious at downstream
gauges. One hypothesis for the stronger trends in SP2d
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FIG. 8. Relationship between accumulated precipitation and observed peak daily flow given ASM in (a) POTN1 extreme discharge
events (with threshold set to one event per year on average), (b) POTN2 extreme discharge events (two events per year on average), and
(c) POTN3 extreme discharge events (three events per year on average) during WY 1950–2017 at six USGS stream gauges.

as contrasted with PF shown in Fig. 10 is that the absence
of trends in ASM (see Fig. 10b) is (somewhat) modulating the trends in precipitation. The absence of trends in
ASM could be related to 1) cancellation of increased
evaporative demand due to warmer temperature by slight
increases in small precipitation amounts, which would
need additional analysis, or 2) timing of the events, which
is pretty critical for fall versus winter. This is a topic that
could be investigated in detail in future work.
Both extreme discharge and its corresponding SP2d
generally decreased at all gauges in POTN1, POTN2, and
POTN3. In contrast, ASM only decreased at 2, 3, and 4
gauges in POTN1, POTN2, and POTN3, but none of the
trends in ASM were significant except the one (p , 0.1)
at gauge 11462500 in POTN3 events (see Table S2).

2) TEMPERATURE EFFECT
To assess the effect of increased temperature alone, we
compared the trends in extreme discharge under temperature scenarios T1950 and T2017 (see Table S2). The
relative change in trends of extreme discharge was very
small: from 22.4%–5.7% across six gauges in POTN2
extreme discharge events (in all cases, extreme discharge
was on average smaller for T2017 than T1950 especially
at downstream gauges, presumably because of increased
evapotranspiration and hence decreased ASM). We also
examined the correlation between ASM and observed
PF in extreme discharge events given SP2d under T1950
and T2017 in late fall (October–December) and winter
(January–March) months (see Fig. 11). ASM had a larger
impact on extreme discharge in winter than in late fall
months at the upstream gauges, and the reverse was true

at downstream gauges. Warming slightly increased the
effect of ASM on extreme discharge in the late fall
months but had little effect in the winter months, possibly due to that there usually are enough minor storms
in winter and ASM is fairly wet.

5. Discussion
We note that there are some limitations of our study
based on the available data. One is the low spatial resolution of the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis dataset that
the AR date catalog is based on. Other limitations are
the representation of reservoir impacts on streamflow,
and systematic modeling error (especially at upstream
gauges). We used the AR catalog based on the NCEP–
NCAR dataset because of its long record. Despite of its
coarse spatial resolution, others have found that AR
detection algorithms based on the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis identify (mostly) the same storms as other reanalysis datasets with finer spatial resolution (but shorter
records)—for example, ERA-Interim and MERRA2—
particularly the stronger and longer ones (Ralph et al.
2019b). We used a reservoir module, DHSVM-res, to
remove the reservoir impacts on streamflow at downstream gauges to estimate naturalized flows (see Table 1
and Figs. S3–S5 for model performance). Finally, to
mitigate the potential impacts of the systematic modeling
error, we used observations in the analysis where they
were available as much as possible such as the long-term
trend analysis of the peak flow in section 4d.
As mentioned above, we selected both POT extreme
precipitation events and extreme discharge events based
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FIG. 9. (a) Correlation between first 2-day accumulated storm precipitation and observed peak daily flow given
ASM (denoted as rSP2d&PF-ASM), and correlation between ASM and observed peak daily flow given first 2-day
accumulated storm precipitation (denoted as rASM&PF-SP2d) in POTN1, POTN2, and POTN3 extreme discharge
events (i.e., one, two, and three events per year on average) during WY 1950–2017 at six USGS stream gauges.
(b) As in (a), but with simulated peak daily flow. All correlations are statistically significant with p # 0.01.

on daily observations, as in many previous studies (e.g.,
Lang et al. 1999; Begueria et al. 2011; Mallakpour and
Villarini 2017). However, runoff ratios as well as peak
daily discharges are more strongly related to storm total
precipitation than peak daily precipitation. In other
words, POT extreme precipitation events may not necessarily lead to POT extreme discharge events of the
same category. Figure 12 shows corresponding categories
of peak observed daily flow led by POTN1, POTN2,
and POTN3 extreme precipitation events during WY
1950–2017 at downstream-most USGS gauge 11467000
(Russian River near Guerneville). In general, almost all
extreme precipitation events led to extreme discharge
events of the same category when upstream average
ASM was wetter than 32%, corresponding to the 60th
percentile of ASM conditions in all POTN3 extreme
precipitation events during WY1950–2017. When ASM
was very dry (lower than 25%, corresponding to the
20th percentile), POTN1, POTN2, and POTN3 extreme
precipitation events with storm total precipitation exceeding 209, 204, and 70 mm, respectively, might still be
able to lead to extreme discharge events of the same
category.

For the same gauge, we further examined its runoff
ratios and ASM for the largest historical extreme discharge events with crests exceeding flood stage (see
Table 3). For these flood events, the runoff ratio ranged
from 0.25 to 1.16 with a median value of 0.88. The lowest
value of 0.25 for the event on 10 March 1995 was due
to a consecutive dependent small peak in the hourly
streamflow data, leading to an early end of the streamflow event according to the predefined event separation
criteria. Aside from this event (classification of which
arguably is an artifact of the storm precipitation identification procedure), all of the historical major flood
events had simulation-based runoff ratios greater than
0.67 and ASM greater than 33.6%, the latter corresponding to the 77th percentile of ASM conditions in all
POTN3 extreme precipitation events during WY 1950–
2017. Ralph et al. (2019a) examined the relationship
between the AR scale and major flooding at this gauge
(see Table 5 in their paper). They found that 6 out of
10 AR events in the highest category (in terms of IVT
intensity and AR duration) were associated with major
flooding during 1980–2017. They hypothesized that the
three that did not lead to major flooding (one occurred
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FIG. 10. Trends in (a) observed peak daily streamflow and (b) ASM from model hourly simulation, and (c) first 2-day accumulated storm
precipitation of POTN2 extreme discharge events (threshold set to two events per year on average). The p values are shown in plots,
categorized by p # 0.01, 0.01 , p # 0.05, 0.05 , p # 0.1, p # 0.1, and p . 0.1, with positive trends are marked in blue and negative in red.
The p values not greater than 0.1 are marked in bold font.

when streamflow data were not available) were related to
dry soils. We showed here (see Table S3) that the ASM
values were less than 20% (volumetric water content
expressed as percent) for these three events, which corroborates their hypothesis. Furthermore, five out of the
six AR events that led to flooding had ASM values
greater than 32%. The remaining one was the smallest
flood event among the six, with an ASM of 22%.
Long-term trends in temperature alone had little effect on the ASM in POT extreme discharge events, indicating that the changes in ASM were largely caused by
antecedent precipitation. We examined the relative effects
of temperature and antecedent precipitation on DASM by
calculating the partial correlation between DASM and accumulated precipitation given accumulated evapotranspiration (ET; denoted as rDASM&P-ET), and partial correlation
between DASM and ET given P (denoted as rDASM&ET-P)

under different pre-event durations (from 2 days to
12 weeks) in late fall (October–December) and winter
(January–March; see Figs. S6a,b). The accumulated P had a
larger effect on DASM than ET, and its relative effect decreased as pre-event duration lengthened. The influence of
ET on DASM was larger in late fall than winter. We further
examined the impact of warming on DASM. Warming
slightly increased the effect of ET on DASM in late fall
especially when the pre-event duration exceeded one
month. Warming barely affected the influence of ET on
DASM in winter.

6. Conclusions
We first assessed the contribution of ARs to the extreme precipitation and extreme discharge events based
on daily observations in California’s Russian River basin
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FIG. 11. Correlation between first 2-day accumulated storm precipitation and observed peak daily flow given ASM (rSP2d&PF-ASM),
and correlation between ASM and observed peak daily flow given first 2-day accumulated storm precipitation (rASM&PF-SP2d) in
(a) POTN1, (b) POTN2, and (c) POTN3 extreme discharge events (i.e., one, two, and three events per year on average) during WY
1950–2017 at six USGS stream gauges. (top panel) Events in late fall (October–December) and (bottom panel) events in winter
(January–March). All correlations are statistically significant with p # 0.05. The ones with p # 0.01 are shown by solid symbols.

using the POT method with varying thresholds (hence,
number of events) during WY 1950–2017. We then examined the role of ASM on historical AR flooding to
answer two questions: 1) Under what ASM conditions

would extreme precipitation events lead to extreme
discharge events of the same POT category? 2) For extreme discharge events, what is the role of ASM on peak
flow? Recent studies suggest that observed changes in

FIG. 12. Corresponding categories of peak observed daily flow led by (a) POTN1, (b) POTN2 , and (c) POT N3 extreme precipitation
events (i.e., one, two, and three events per year on average) during WY 1950–2017 at downstream-most USGS gauge 11467000
(Russian River near Guerneville).
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TABLE 3. Simulation-based runoff ratio and ASM of discharge events with crest exceeding major flood stage (40 ft) at the
downstream-most USGS gauge 11467000 (Russian River near Guerneville) during WY 1950–2017. The NWS flood stage observations are measured at the USGS gauge 11467002 (Russian River at Guerneville), a few kilometers away from the USGS gauge
11467000.

NWS event
rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Date
18 Feb 1986
10 Jan 1995
23 Dec 1955
23 Dec 1964
1 Jan 1997
5 Jan 1966
1 Jan 2006
10 Mar 1995
24 Jan 1970
1 Feb 1963
17 Jan 1974
27 Jan 1983
25 Feb 1958
Median
Max
Min

Observed crest
of flood
stage (ft)

Simulated
hourly
peak (cms)

Simulation-based
runoff ratio

Simulated ASM
(volumetric water
content expressed as %)

Simulated ASM percentile
in historical POTN3
precipitation events (%)

49.5
48.0
47.6
47.4
45.0
42.5
41.8
41.5
41.3
41.1
40.7
40.4
40.2

3545
4046
4004
4491
2326
3134
3169
1780
3067
1963
2555
2699
2201
3067
4491
1780

1.15
0.88
1.02
0.76
1.16
0.88
0.67
0.25
1.09
0.89
0.83
0.76
0.86
0.88
1.16
0.25

40.2
36.0
38.4
34.3
38.3
35.0
34.0
28.5
39.7
33.6
36.0
34.6
34.6
35.0
40.2
28.5

100.0
94.8
98.4
85.3
97.9
90.6
80.6
31.9
99.5
77.0
95.3
86.4
86.9
90.6
100.0
31.9

extreme precipitation associated with a general warming
have not necessarily lead to corresponding changes in
floods, and changes in ASM could be a primary missing link.
We finally examined how the observed warming during the
past 68 years had affected ASM and thus extreme discharge
events. Based on our analysis, we find the following:
1) Most extreme precipitation and flood events in the
Russian River basin are associated with ARs—up to
99% of extreme precipitation events and up to 95%
of flood events, depending on the threshold used.
The non-AR events were mostly of minor severity,
with very few falling in the upper 25th percentile of
all extreme precipitation or discharge events.
2) The runoff ratio during extreme precipitation events
is much more strongly related to ASM than to storm
total precipitation. When ASM is wet (e.g., upstream
average ASM greater than 32% at the downstreammost stream gauge 11467000, Russian River near
Guerneville) or storm precipitation is sufficiently
large, almost all extreme precipitation events lead to
extreme discharge events of the same POT category.
Among the extreme discharge events, however, the
first 2-day storm precipitation had a greater effect on
the peak flow than did ASM, but the effects of ASM
on peak flow increases as drainage area increases.
3) We found no trends in the magnitude of extreme
precipitation but weak downward trends in the
magnitude of extreme discharge at some stream
gauges in the Russian River basin during the period
WY 1950–2017. We found no trends in ASM for

extreme discharge events despite the fact that ASM
was significantly correlated with peak flow; rather
downward trends in extreme discharge are caused
mostly by changes in the first 2-day storm precipitation.
The ASM for extreme discharge events (which occur
mostly in late fall and winter) were affected more by
antecedent precipitation than evapotranspiration and
hence temperature increases had weak effects on ASM.
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